The first book of its kind to be published in Australia, *Australian Style* examines what was happening in Australian interior design and furniture in the 1970s with 236 pages of magnificent colour and black & white illustrations and input from then architects, designers and interior designers.

### 200 Years of Australian Cooking: The Captain Cook Book

*Published by Thomas Nelson (Australia), 1970 (Reprinted 1976, 1977)*

*By Babette Hayes · Photography Ben Eriksson · Book Designer Barbara Beckett*

ISBN 17 001909 8

The recipes in *200 Years of Australian Cooking: The Captain Cook Book* are part of Australian history and the parallel development of the colony and its cuisine is outlined in the text. This is a guidebook to our culinary heritage with stunning photography by Ben Eriksson carefully styled by Babette. The influences of the fairly constant influx of migrants up to 1970 from Italy, Greece, Russia, China, France, Germany, Holland and Sweden can be seen.

### Australian Country Style Cooking

*Published by Hodder & Stoughton, 1978*

*By Babette Hayes · Photography Babette Hayes · Book Designer Barbara Beckett*

ISBN 0 340 23590 X

This book aims to bring the country to the city by introducing the hearty cuisine of the country. Drawing on the wealth of wonderful food available in the countryside and the creative talents of its remarkable cooks this 144 page book offers you an amazing array of recipes. Illustrated with colour photographs by Babette Hayes and black & white drawings/artworks from the Mitchell Library and Dixon Library collections.

### Design for Living in Australia

*Published by Hodder & Stoughton, 1978*

*By Babette Hayes · Photography Lewis Morley · Book Designer Barbara Beckett*

ISBN 0 340 23588 8

*Design for Living in Australia* brings together a survey of where design was in Australia in 1978 with reference to the values, fashions, trends and possibilities that were determining the style and a survey of the people who were making it happen.

### Babette Hayes Talks About Food

*Published by Rigby, 1979*

*By Babette Hayes · Illustrations Francis Yin*

ISBN 0 7270 0829 3

*Babette Hayes Talks About Food* takes you on a wonderful visit of food, family and friends. Recipes woven in with delightful tales and original illustrations by Francis Yin as inspired by Babette’s feasts and home. The book is one of a series with Leo Schofield, Sam Orr, Charles and Barbara Blackman.

### Australian Home Decorating

*Published by Paul Hamlyn Pty Ltd, 1970*

*By Babette Hayes*

ISBN 0 600 34339 1

### Kitchen Design for Australian Homes

*Published by Paul Hamlyn Pty Ltd, 1975*

*By Babette Hayes · Illustrations Pat Morley*

ISBN 0 600 07351 3
Australian residential architectural styles have evolved significantly over time, from the early days of structures made from relatively cheap and imported corrugated iron (which can still be seen in the roofing of historic homes) to more sophisticated styles borrowed from other countries, such as the Victorian style from the United Kingdom, the Georgian style from North America and Europe and the Californian bungalow from the United States. A common feature of the Australian home is the use of...
Australian Style Institutes professional styling courses will give you the knowledge and experience you need to work as a professional stylist. Launch your styling career and create your ideal lifestyle. Learn more. Demand for fashion stylists has seen a rapid increase over the past 10 years, and never has their role been so important. Connecting people, retailers and publications, much of what we buy, wear and want, is influenced by a stylist. Find Australian style stock images in HD and millions of other royalty-free stock photos, illustrations and vectors in the Shutterstock collection. Thousands of new, high-quality pictures added every day. 22,543 Australian style stock photos, vectors, and illustrations are available royalty-free. See Australian style stock video clips. View of modern house in Australian style on blue sky background, Contemporary residence design. The Best Australian Style Blogs from thousands of Australian Style on the web using search and social metrics. Subscribe to these websites because they are actively working to educate, inspire, and empower their readers with frequent updates and high-quality information. If your blog is selected in this list, you have the honour of displaying this Badge (Award) on your blog.
I discovered this beautiful beach home in Australia by reading The Design Files, one of my favourite blogs about Australian interiors and design. The building was designed by Melbourne based Zen Architects with sustainable and recycled materials. Arabella (from Dougal eshop) and Chris, the owners, put their unique style in the interior, adding a serene and rustic touch. Find Australian style stock images in HD and millions of other royalty-free stock photos, illustrations and vectors in the Shutterstock collection. Thousands of new, high-quality pictures added every day. 22,543 Australian style stock photos, vectors, and illustrations are available royalty-free. See Australian style stock video clips. View of modern house in Australian style on blue sky background, Contemporary residence design.